We show that when the Abelian Chern-Simons theory coupled to matter fields is quantized in a vacuum with non vanishing magnetic flux (or electric charge), the requirement of gauge invariance at finite temperature leads to the quantization of the Chern-Simons coefficient and its quantum corrections, in a manner similar to the non-Abelian
Chern-Simons gauge theories have been the subject of great attention during the past decade [1, 2] . In the non-Abelian case, the interest in pure ChernSimons theories stems from their topological character, whereas the Abelian Chern-Simons gauge field is responsible for inducing generalized statistics on matter fields, a phenomenon intrinsic to three-dimensions.
A distinctive feature of Chern-Simons theories is that the requirement of gauge invariance leads to non perturbative effects prior to quantization. In the non-Abelian case, gauge transformations fall into topological classes labeled by π 3 (G) = Z Z , corresponding to the mapping of S 3 (compactified three-dimensional space) to the group manifold G. Under gauge transformations with non-vanishing winding, the Chern-Simons action S CS is not invariant, and requiring the invariance of exp(iS CS ) leads to the quantization of the non-Abelian Chern-Simons coefficient [2] . In the Abelian case there is no such topological structure, so the Abelian Chern-Simons coefficient remains arbitrary, and free to induce any desired generalized statistic on the matter fields.
When the theory is formulated at finite temperature, the time direction is effectively compactified into a circle. Since the Abelian group manifold is also a circle, it is tempting to ask whether the Abelian Chern-Simons coefficient remains arbitrary at finite temperature. In this letter we analyze that question, and show that under certain general conditions the Abelian ChernSimons coefficient is indeed quantized at any finite temperature. However, this quantization turns out to be of a different origin and character as compared to the non-Abelian case. It requires the coupling with matter fields, and results from the interplay of the winding of gauge transformations around the compactified time axis, and the winding of the (pure gauge) potential at spatial infinity. The latter determines the total flux of the magnetic field, and in the presence of matter fields specifies the vacuum of the theory. Our result states that when the theory is defined in a vacuum with non vanishing magnetic flux (or electric charge), the requirement of gauge invariance leads at finite temperature to the quantization of the Chern-Simons coefficient and its quantum corrections. Indeed, the situation is similar to that encountered at zero temperature when the theory is formulated in an appropriately compactified spacetime manifold [10, 12] Our starting point is the action for massive Dirac fermions coupled to an Abelian Chern-Simons field at finite temperature
where S CS is the Chern-Simons action
and S F is the fermion action
Finite temperature calculations are done as usual, compactifying the (Euclidean) time variable τ into the range 0 ≤ τ ≤ β = 1/T (in our units, h = c = k = 1). Then, the partition function is defined as
where the functional integral must be computed using periodic (antiperiodic) boundary conditions in time for bosons (fermions). It is important to stress that the integration over gauge fields ranges over all periodic configurations compatible with the boundary conditions at spatial infinity to be discussed below. Using the standard Fadeev-Popov procedure, one gets
Here ∆ F P is the Fadeev-Popov determinant associated with the gauge-fixing condition F [A] = 0, and Dχ is the integration over the group of gauge transformations. The action of these gauge transformations on the fields is given by
In order to preserve the temporal boundary conditions for both bosonic and fermionic fields, the function χ must satisfy
Let us write the partition function as
where we have defined the effective action
or, after integration over the fermion fields,
The fermion determinant has been profusely analyzed, both at zero and at finite temperature [3] - [4] . Various perturbative treatments coincide in showing that the determinant has a parity-violating part, to be discussed below, and a parity-conserving piece which contains the Maxwell action. The presence of the latter is important here, since it fixes the boundary conditions for the gauge fields at spatial infinity. In order for a field configuration to have finite energy, the field strength must vanish at infinity, and therefore the gauge potentials must tend to pure gauges. Evidently, the effective action S ef f [A] defined by eq. (11) is gauge invariant:
for any η satisfying the appropriate boundary conditions. Moreover, if the Chern-Simons action and the fermion determinant were gauge invariant, the integration over the gauge group would factor out, and this effective action would reduce to the usual one obtained after integrating over the fermion fields. Here, however, we shall see that, even in this Abelian theory, there is a gauge dependence due to 'large' gauge transformations. Thus, S ef f will receive a non trivial contribution from the integration over gauge transformations, which precisely restores gauge invariance, even under large gauge transformations.
The set G of all gauge transformations is partitioned into topological classes G n , classified by an integer n denoting how many times they wind around the time coordinate, according to
A representative of G n may be taken as a gauge transformation defined by a function χ (n) of the form
where
. Such elements obviously satisfy (8) and (12) . These transformations have been considered in the case of non-compact QED 3 in Ref. [5] , where their relevance to the study of confinement was discussed.
The integration over gauge transformations in eq. (11) can be written as a sum over integrations within each topological sector, to get
To proceed further we must determine the way in which the integrand in this expression transforms under 'large' (n = 0) gauge transformations. Concerning the Chern-Simons action, from eq. (2) one easily verifies that
The second integral in this expression vanishes due to the boundary condition at infinity discussed earlier for the field strength. For the first term, we have
where the boundary condition (12) and the periodicity of the gauge fields have been used. Here, Φ(τ ) denotes the magnetic flux through the spatial plane at 'time' τ :
which can be written in terms of the gauge potential at spatial infinity as
As discussed earlier, the gauge potential in the integrand of this expression must be a pure gauge. Thus, taking into account the transformation law of the fermion fields in eq. (6), we see that the flux Φ must be of the form
where, in general, q is an integer-valued function of τ . However, field configurations with different fluxes at different 'times' τ , will be separated by barriers of infinite energy. Since the Abelian theory has no instantons [6] that may connect those configurations, we must conclude that the value of Φ in eq. (20) is τ -independent, and consequently, q is a fixed integer, which labels the vacuum of the theory and determines the boundary conditions for the functional integral defining the partition function. In other words, each value of q defines a different theory, in a way analogous to the different vacua of theories with spontaneous symmetry breaking. The partition function corresponding to each of these theories will be denoted by Z q and, from eq. (9), is given by
where DA (q) µ denotes the functional integral measure subject to the boundary condition specified in eq. (20).
The condition on the total flux in the functional integral (21) can be converted into a condition on the total charge Q = e d 2 xψγ 0 ψ, due to the constraint
which follows from (1). Thus, condition (20) implies
i.e., Z q in (21) can be equivalently regarded as a partition function in a fixed-charge ensemble. Such partition functions, where conserved internal quantum numbers are given prescribed values, have been considered previously in the literature [7, 8] . The application of this idea to the present case amounts to Fourier transforming the partition function with an imaginary chemical potential (see [8] for details). This may turn out to be a practical procedure to enforce the condition (20) in the functional integral for Z q . Coming back to the gauge dependence of the Chern-Simons action, we must note that when the theory is quantized with q = 0, the simple discussion of δ χ (n) S CS in eqs. (16-17) is not quite correct. Indeed, in that case the gauge potential A (q) cannot be defined globally without introducing singularities or, alternatively, one must define A (q) resorting to several coordinate patches. As shown in refs. [9, 10] , that leads to an extra factor of two in eq. (17), which together with eqs. (15) and (20) lead to
We now discuss the way in which the fermion determinant changes under large gauge transformations. An exact expression for the determinant is unknown, but perturbative analysis [4] suggest that its parity-violating part is proportional to the Chern-Simons action, with a temperature dependent coefficient:
where the subindex P V denotes the parity-violating contribution. Concerning the known parity-conserving terms, they are gauge invariant even under large gauge transformations, and will play no role in the analysis that follows. Then, assuming that eq. (25) holds, we get
Then, using eqs. (15) and (24), we have
where we have omitted an infinite normalization constant arising from the volume of integration over the gauge group. Thus, we have
Hence, the partition function vanishes, unless
where p is an integer-valued function of T . For the theory in a q = 0 sector, this relation yields a novel quantization rule. Since it must hold even if we start with θ = 0, this result states that F (T ), the coefficient of the Chern-Simons term induced by the fermionic quantum fluctuations at finite temperature, must be a rational-valued function of the temperature. This, in turn, implies that in the theory at finite temperature, θ itself must be a rational number. (Actually, the denominators in these rationals is q, which is fixed). Notice that our argument does not exclude a possible temperature-dependence of F (T ): it only states that at most it can be a rational-valued function of T .
Perturbative analysis leading to a temperature dependence for the fermion determinant of the form (25), make at some point in the calculation a 1/m expansion, and produce a function F (T ) of the form
Those perturbative calculations have been performed only in what we have denoted here as the q = 0 sector, where we obtain no conditions for θ or F (T ). Yet, it is interesting to note that in the limit m → ∞, where the 1/m expansion could be expected to be exact, this expression tends to a step function, up to exponentially small corrections, thus satisfying the quantization condition (29).
It is interesting at this point to compare the situation in the Abelian and the non-Abelian models. For the latter, it is well known that the Chern-Simons coefficient has to be quantized already at zero temperature if exp(iS CS ) is to be invariat under large gauge transformations [2] . In contrast, no quantization condition arises at T = 0 for the Abelian theory (unless the spatial dimensions are compactified [10, 12] .) For the non-Abelian theory, it was argued in ref. [13] that the Chern-Simons coefficient must remain an integer at any finite temperature. Thus, any temperature-dependent renormalization of the non-Abelian Chern-Simons coefficient must reduce to an integer shift. Here we have seen that an analogous result holds also in the Abelian theory: in any q = 0 sector, a temperature-dependent renormalization of the Chern-Simons coefficient must satisfy condition (29), so it cannot be a smooth function of the temperature. This will be of importance for the applications of the theory to anyonic superconductivity, where the cancellation of the bare Chern-Simons coefficient against its quantum corrections plays a crucial role [14] . A quantization condition like eq. (29) guarantees that that cancellation will hold at least up to some finite non-zero temperature, thus surviving to low temperature effects. Also, one may expect that as in the non-Abelian case, the quantization of the Chern-Simons coefficient will provide a non-perturbative basis for its non-renormalization to higher orders [15] . This, in turn, is important for the applications of the theory to the Fractional Quantum Hall effect [16] .
As opposed to the non-Abelian case, in the Abelian theory the presence of fermions (or scalars, for that matter) is essential for the argument leading to the quantization of the Chern-Simons coefficient at finite temperature. Indeed, it is the presence of matter fields that forces conditions (8) and (12) on the allowed gauge transformations, and determine the behavior of the gauge fields at spatial infinity, leading to the quantization of the magnetic flux by the integer q in eq. (20). As discussed above, different values of q label theories built over different classical vacua, there being no tunneling between the different q-sectors. We have shown that in each q-theory the Abelian Chern-Simons coefficient is quantized at finite temperature in multiples of 1/q, except for q = 0 where our analysis imposes no conditions on θ or F (T ).
In topological terms, what we have shown is that the quantization of the abelian Chern-Simons coefficient at finite temperature, results from the interplay of two different π 1 (U(1)) = Z Z . First, there is the π 1 (U(1)) whose elements q label the different classical vacua, and determine the boundary conditions at spatial infinity defining the partiton function Z q in eq. (21). Then, to enforce the invariance of Z q under 'large' gauge transformations, we summed over the integers in the π 1 (U(1)) which classify the gauge transformations allowed at finite temperature, as specified in eq. (12) . As a result, for T > 0, the coefficient of the Chern-Simons term is quantized according to eq.(29) in each q = 0 sector. It is interesting to note that these conclusions hold for any T > 0, and therefore will hold also in the T → 0 + limit.
